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A MAGICAL WINTER
DESTINATION
Welcome

to the winter issue
of Capital magazine.
Instead of being tempted to hibernate,
we think this is a magical time of year
to embrace the season and get out and
about to make the most of everything that
Edinburgh and Scotland has to offer –
and that adds up to a lot.
You can find a wide range of
suggestions for finding yourself in a
winter wonderland by turning to our
feature on page 6, which rounds up
some great outdoors ideas that are worth
getting wrapped up for.
If you’re the kind of person who
normally hunkers down until springtime,
have a read of Dr Lucy Rattrie’s uplifting
advice on page 20. The chartered
psychologist says we all have the unique
ability to create our own magic this winter,
so be sure to follow her words of wisdom.
Of course, there’s no better place in the
world to be to welcome in the New Year
than Edinburgh, which keeps the winter
blues at bay by playing host to the UK’s
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biggest outdoor winter music festival.
This year’s event not only gets 2017 off to
a raucous start, it also launches a year of
celebrations for the 70th anniversary of
our capital becoming the world’s leading
festival city. You can read much more
about the massive three-day celebrations
and how to get involved on pages 23-25.
And if you’re considering a winter
sports holiday leaving from Edinburgh
Airport to find guaranteed snow, we’ve
rounded up some of the best European
resorts to suit any budget on pages 46-49.
Remember that as well as being
available throughout the terminal,
Capital can now be found at select venues
throughout the city, including visitor
attractions, bars and restaurants, as well as
on our website at edinburghairport.com
And be sure to follow us on Twitter
at @EDI_Airport for all the latest news
about Edinburgh Airport.
Happy reading!
Rob Lang, Head of Marketing
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CRACKER
OF A CITY

A warm welcome
awaits in Edinburgh
this winter

{All Bar One} PASSENGER FACILITIES

BEST BAR NONE!
Passengers in Edinburgh Airport are invited to enjoy a relaxing
drink or pre-flight meal at the stylish new All Bar One

All

Bar One is geared up to
seats with built-in sockets suitable
welcome travellers, holidaymakers
for those looking to recharge in style.
and frequent flyers after opening the
There is a Scottish twist to All Bar
doors to its new Edinburgh Airport
One’s all-day menu, with pork and
bar in September.
haggis sausage and mash, Scottish
The new bar, which marks the
smoked haddock croquettes or, for
brand’s third Edinburgh bar, has
those who have a sweet tooth, a
already created 20 jobs, and is
traditional cranachan sundae.
located airside at Edinburgh Airport.
With the right blend of food,
Visitors flying out of Edinburgh
drink and atmosphere, whatever
Airport will be able to while away
time you’re flying, All Bar One
the waiting time by enjoying the
Edinburgh Airport has the perfect
bar’s stylish décor, sipping on a range
menu selection to suit all tastes, from
of cocktails from classics to
brunch to late night snack.
twists or selecting a dish
All Bar One Edinburgh
from the all-day menu.
Airport general manager
FREQUENT
A fresh, modern
Lewis Masterson
FLYER?
aesthetic, boasting
said: “We’re looking
If you’re a frequent flyer and
a stylish range of
forward to welcoming
travel all around the country, All
Bar One Edinburgh Airport accepts
lights, diverse seating
travellers and
the All Bar One Loyalty App,
areas and calming
holidaymakers to
where you can receive rewards,
colour scheme,
our new Edinburgh
birthday treats and exclusive
greet visitors, offers
Airport bar.
offers to app holders.
travellers and guests the
“Guests can
perfect place to relax and
experience the
unwind before their trip.
contemporary design,
There’s plenty of bar space for
together with the fresh tastes on
those who want a quick drink, a
our new menu and indulge in some
casual dining area including circular
refreshing pre-flight drinks.
booths for larger groups, and comfy
“The bar looks absolutely fantastic

and we would encourage anyone
who hasn’t been to All Bar One
and is flying out of Edinburgh
Airport to come down and find out
what we’re all about before jetting
off on their travels.”
Gordon Dewar, chief executive
of Edinburgh Airport, added: “I
am absolutely delighted – as I’m
sure our passengers will be too –
to be welcoming All Bar One to
Edinburgh Airport.
“We offer our passengers a
wide choice of food and beverage
and All Bar One’s commitment
to using a range of high-quality
Scottish produce further builds
our position of being Scotland’s
‘Provenance Airport.
“Our passengers are used to, and
demand, high-quality food and
beverage options and All Bar One
is a great fit that complements our
retail strategy perfectly.”
For more information, visit
www.allbarone.co.uk/nationalsearch/scotland-and-northernireland/all-bar-one-edinburghairport
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ATTRACTIONS {Winter activities}

THRILLS
& CHILLS!
Scotland’s great outdoors is a spectacular playground
in winter, with skiing, husky sledding and stargazing
just a few of the amazing activities you can enjoy

The

days might be getting
shorter and the temperatures are
staring to dip, but that certainly
doesn’t mean that you should be
considering nestling into a few
months of sedentary hibernation!
It can be very tempting to get
comfortable and cosy up indoors,
6

but then you would miss out on the
dozens of wonderful wintry ways to
embrace the great outdoors.
In fact, in Scotland, the winter
months present an assortment of
fantastic seasonal activities. Wrap up
warm, get outside and have some fun
this winter! Here are just a few ideas

for things to fill the daylight (and
night-time!) hours.

HIT THE SLOPES

Did you know that Scotland has five
mountain ski centres? With so many
mountain ranges, it’s no surprise
that Scotland offers the best outdoor

{Winter activities} ATTRACTIONS

Explore the
stunning
woodland
at Loch
an Eilein
in the
Highlands

skiing and snowboarding in the UK.
In the Highlands, snowsports can
be enjoyed at the mountain resorts
at Glencoe and Nevis Range, both
in Lochaber, and at CairnGorm
Mountain, near Aviemore. Glenshee
and the Lecht ski centres can be
found in the west of Aberdeenshire.

Whether you are seasoned on
the slopes or fancy trying skiing or
snowboarding for the first time, the
ski centres offer a range of runs to
suit varying levels of experience.
For those new to snowsports, get
some lessons from expert tutors at
one of the ski schools. Once you’ve

got the basics, it’s time to hit the
beginner’s slopes!
Experienced skiers and
snowboarders will find Scotland’s
ski runs both challenging
and rewarding, from the
long pistes of Glas Maol at
Glenshee, best attempted
7

ATTRACTIONS {Winter activities}

Scotland is the perfect
destination to enjoy
outdoors sports

after a fresh snowfall, to the terrain and skills
parks of CairnGorm Mountain, perfect for
working on technical tricks.
After a busy day on the slopes, you can
enjoy the après-ski with a distinctive Scottish
twist; is there a better way to warm up than
with a fine malt whisky enjoyed by an open
log fire?

DARE TO TRY DIFFERENT

For those with an appetite for the great
outdoors, winter offers some incredible
opportunities to develop new skills and put
them to the test, or try fun activities that you
simply can’t do at other times of the year.
Prepare to say ‘mush!’ as you enjoy the
exhilarating experience of a sled dog safari.
Ride with a team of energetic huskies
through thick forests and wild backcountry
near Aviemore on a trip with the Cairngorm
Sleddog Centre.
When blankets of deep snow cover the
ground, it’s time to strap on some snowshoes
and try hiking with a difference. You could
spend an afternoon snowshoeing in the
Trossachs with an outdoor activity provider,
taking in breathtaking views of snowdriftcovered countryside.
The hardiest of outdoor enthusiasts
will love the thrilling challenge of winter
climbing – why not get started at the Ice
Factor in Kinlochleven, near Glencoe,
home to a 40-foot ice wall? This part of the
8

Highlands is defined by impressive mountain
ranges, meaning that you can head out with
an experienced guide to scale steep slopes
and rocky crags.
For a mountain exploration unlike any
other, book yourself on a snow holing and
winter walking expedition. Venture into
the mountains of the Cairngorms National
Park, help to dig a communal snow hole
and snuggle down for a night in a winter
wilderness!
Winter activities aren’t confined to
hillsides and mountain peaks. For some
fun on the ice, try a curling taster session.
Did you know that the sport was invented
in Scotland? It’s a fun winter pastime that
you can try at a number of ice rinks across
Scotland. Sometimes, when temperatures
plunge to freezing point, it can be played on
frozen outdoor curling ponds.

WINTER WALKING

There is nothing quite like being out in the
countryside on a bracing winter day. Feel
your cheeks tingle, see your breath lingering
on the cold air, enjoy the gratifying crunch
of the frozen ground underfoot – and then
there’s the pleasure of the walk itself.
Wander through snow-covered forest
tracks where the branches of pine and oak
trees are dusted with snow. Both Loch an
Eilein, surrounded by towering conifers
on a walk around Rothiemurchus Forest

{Winter activities} ATTRACTIONS

Stargazing at
Clatteringshaws Loch in
Galloway Forest Park

in the Cairngorms National Park, and the
enchanting woodland realm of Puck’s Glen,
in Argyll Forest Park on the Cowal Peninsula,
offer spectacular walking trails.
In the colder months, Scotland’s
mountains are capped with snow and look
utterly majestic. Enjoy the sight of Ben
Lawers’ white peaks as you follow the gentle
nature trail in Perthshire. At Loch Lomond,
you could stride up Conic Hill and admire
breathtaking views towards Ben Lomond
and the Arrochar Alps – a glorious walk on a
bright, clear day.

STARRY, STARRY NIGHTS

As the daylight hours get shorter, the nights
get longer and darker, which means one
thing – more opportunities for stargazing.
Scotland really is one of the best places to
take in the wonders of the night sky.
A night out identifying stars and planets
is perfect for an unusual romantic date, or
a memorable family outing with the kids.
Pack a flask of hot chocolate, plenty of warm

clothes and a cosy picnic blanket and take in
the magic of the cosmos.
Scotland is home to the UK’s first Dark
Sky Park in the south west of the country, as
well as a number of other sites with special
Dark Sky status. In Galloway Forest Park,
more than 7,000 shining stars and planets are
visible to the naked eye. Book a session at the
Scottish Dark Sky Observatory and admire
the intricacies of the solar system with the
aid of powerful telescopes.
Parts of the Isle of Skye and other
remote areas in the north-west Highlands
also offer wonderful opportunities for
spotting constellations, thanks to low light
pollution. There’s even an official Dark
Sky Island. The Isle of Coll in the Inner
Hebrides has no street lights – the closest
lamppost is more than 20 miles away on
the Isle of Mull!
For more information on amazing things to
see and do in Scotland this winter, visit
www.visitscotland.com
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{Perth Winter Festival} EVENTS

Perth’s
Winter
Festival will
see events
take place
across the
city, including
Perth Concert
Hall, left

GET READY FOR PERTH’S
BIGGEST-EVER WINTER PARTY!
From craft fairs to ceilidhs, fireworks to festive fun, the Fair City is the place to be

The

City of Perth is a hub for culture and
arts, with a wonderful selection of attractions,
walks, great shopping and dining – all within
the compact city centre. Nestled on the banks
of the River Tay, it has a wealth of history
and culture to uncover. With so much to do,
it’s a great place to explore for a day out or a
fantastic base to explore Perthshire.
This year, the city’s Winter Festival
promises to be the biggest the Fair City
has ever seen, with entertainment, music
and fun for all the family spread across the
city centre.
Starting with a bang with one of the UK’s
best firework shows through to the Chinese
New Year, the Winter Festival makes sure
that the city is full of festive fun through
the winter months. With an eclectic range
of events, there is sure to be something for
everyone to enjoy.
Christmas shopping starts once the
Christmas Lights are on and as part of the
Winter Festival, Perth throws one of Scotland’s
best Christmas parties to celebrate the start
of the festivities. The Winter Festival is also

To help
plan your
visit to
explore
the City
of Perth
Winter
Festival,
visit
perthcity.
co.uk

a great opportunity to meet many of the
great producers, artisans and crafters from
Perthshire at the many markets. Perfect for
gifts or a treat for yourself.
Indulge your passion for the cocoa bean
at Scotland’s Outdoor Festival of Chocolate,
a unique celebration of all things chocolate
where you can enjoy mouth-watering
chocolate bars, chocolate buttons, sauces,
jams, spreads, cakes, truffles
and so much more.
Celebrate Scotland’s
patron saint with
a ceilidh at
our St Andrew’s
Day Festival,
join the
Santa Run
or watch the
spectacle as
both of the Perth
Bridges are lined
with Santas of all
ages taking part in
this fun event.
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RESTAURANT REVIEW {CAU}

Argentina
on a plate
at CAU
restaurant

THANK YOU, ARGENTINA
Argentina

has given the
world many notable things, including
tango, football superstar Lionel
Messi, and every student rebel’s
favourite pin-up, Che Guevara.
To that list we can now add the
inspiration behind CAU, a restaurant
that distils the finest aspects of
Argentinian cuisine and serves it up
to a grateful and happy clientele.
On a recent visit, it was a delight to
find that respect for fine ingredients,
cooked with care, is as much a part of
CAU’s ethos as the desire to faithfully
observe South American tradition.
For me, the night began with an
anticuchos skewer. This delicious
combination of paprika chicken and
yellow pepper is apparently popular
street food in Buenos Aries – and no
wonder; it was tasty in the extreme.
Across the table, Helen was loving the
impressive empanadas filled with a
blend of chorizo and cream cheese –
the ‘perfect appetiser’, she declared.
After this encouraging start, the
experience kept building. A man
of honour, I insisted that Helen be
the one to enjoy the steak for which
12

CAU has become famous. It was no
sacrifice to opt for an extremely
flavoursome miso-glazed sea bream
fillet that came accompanied by wild
rice, spinach, sugar snap peas, chilli
and crisp lotus root.
Opposite, the silence was telling.
After choosing Tapa de Caudril
(a dish of rump steak served the
Brazilian way – thinly sliced and
flash grilled), Helen was too busy
savouring to talk. Luckily, that meant
she wasn’t able to object when I

decided to sneak a sample of the
very tempting steak for myself.
Suitably sated, we took our time
pondering over the dessert menu.
Would it be dulce de leche pancakes
or bitter orange crème caramel?
In the end, I chose the pina-caulada pudding, while Helen couldn’t
resist a chocolate fondant served
with vanilla ice cream. We chose
wisely. Mine was three very generous
slices of grilled pineapple ideally
complemented by a refreshing
coconut sorbet. Meanwhile,
the chocolate fondant opposite
disappeared very quickly – I’m
assuming that was before I was able
to snatch a spoonful.
A great night and a truly satisfying
meal. After that there’s very little left
to say but “thank you CAU and thank
you, Argentina”.
Stewart McRobert
CAU, 15 Castle Street,
Edinburgh EH2 3AH
Tel: 0131 226 2262
www.caurestaurants.com
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FASHION {Frontiers}

CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE
The long-established Frontiers Woman and recently opened Frontiers Man are
located in the heart of the bustling West End Village and offer a wide range of quality
brands unique to Edinburgh, with hard-to-find clothes and accessories for all ages

ECOALF SEATTLE
DOWN JACKET

Ecoalf has a mission
to create the first
generation of
recycled products
with the same
attention to
quality, design
and technical
properties as the
best non-recycled
products. This
Seattle down jacket
is made using 50
per cent plastic water
bottles and 50 per cent
cotton with a Primaloft
filling for supreme
warmth. £300

HESTRA GLOVES

Hestra have been
making gloves since
1936 and are now
run by the third and
fourth generation of
the Magnusson family.
Famous for their ski
gloves, these ones are
equally good at keeping
out the cold even if you are
just walking around town
rather than going down
the slalom! The Deerskin
Primaloft Rib and Tricot
gloves are available in a
range of colours in store
and online. £65 and £55

EDITION SCOTLAND

Edition Scotland
specialises in creating
signature cashmere and
merino accessories for men.
Inspired by the heritage,
integrity and expertise
in the Scottish textile
industry, each collection
is thoughtfully curated
and traditionally crafted.
Their product is knitted
to the highest standard
by an experienced
team in the Scottish
Borders using timehonoured techniques.
These merino scarves come
in a variety of designs. £99
SANDQVIST JORDAN BAG

Drawing inspiration from
the Nordic landscape,
Sandqvist make a range
of functional bags with an
uncomplicated design
clearly drawing on
their Swedish

heritage. The Jordan
weekend bag in Olive is
made from a waxed heavy
canvas with Cordura and
leather detailing and is
perfect for those few days
away. Available in store
and online. £205

Frontiers Man 4 William Street, Edinburgh EH3 7NH Tel 0131 538 3546 Frontiers-man.com
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{Frontiers} FASHION

BAUM UND
PFERDGARTEN
Shiny gold fitted
party dress from
Scandinavian
fashion powerhouse,
Baum und
Pferdgarten. £259
JO GORDON
Colourblock scarf and gloves that are
available in an array of different colour
combinations from London-based Scottish
knitwear designer, Jo Gordon. All made in
Scotland. Scarf £119, gloves £69

FORBES & LEWIS
Unisex waterproof and
leather mix backpack from

affordable luxury small
leather and canvas goods
label, Forbes & Lewis. £99

CHINTI AND PARKER
The epitome of
knitwear innovation. Get
expressional with this

conversational 100 per cent
cashmere Emoji sweater
(also available in navy).
Playful yet luxe. £375

Frontiers Woman 16 Stafford Street, Edinburgh EH3 7AU Tel 0131 476 3449 Frontiersboutique.com
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SHOPPING {Multrees Walk}

FESTIVE TREATS
Find a special gift for a special someone at the stylish Multrees Walk shopping destination
THE PEN SHOP

A unique set comprising a lined
paper notebook and a Montblanc
StarWalker Ballpoint Pen housed
in a leather envelope, Montblanc
Augmented Paper takes the
traditional art of handwriting
into the digital world. Write on
traditional paper yet access your
handwritten notes via your mobile
device as well.
Montblanc Augmented Paper with
StarWalker Black Ball Pen, £530

NESPRESSO

Winter Variations – inspired by the
famous Viennese coffee house culture and
its traditional pastry creations, Nespresso
has transformed three popular Austrian
classics into delicious limited edition
flavoured coffee creations: Variations
Sachertorte, Variations Linzer Torte and
Variations Apfelstrudel.
£3.80 for a sleeve of 10 capsules; available
while stocks last.

NORTH AMERICA TRAVEL SERVICE

Is that special person in your life
a golf fanatic? Why not surprise
them with that extra special
Christmas gift – a trip of a lifetime
to The Masters 2017 at Augusta?

We have some amazing packages
available from £7,590 per person.
Contact us at Edinburgh@natsuk.com or call 0131 557 7545 for
more information.

BOSS

Italian-made BOSS laptop bag
in finely-textured leather. This
men’s bag is fastened with a
two-way zip and equipped
with rounded carrying
handles, as well a detachable
shoulder strap. An elegant
design that guarantees stylish
storage of your work tools.
BOSS Signature_S doc in Dark
Grey, £600
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VALVONA & CROLLA VINCAFFÈ

“You might not be able to feel the sunshine on
an Winter night in Edinburgh, but you can taste
it at Valvona & Crolla VinCaffè.”
Scotland on Sunday

Valvona & Crolla VinCaffè: The Italian way
of eating in the heart of the city. Authentic
Italian food served all day at 11 Multrees
Walk, Edinburgh EH1 3DQ .
Tel: 0131 557 0088
Email: reservations@vincaffe.co.uk

{Multrees Walk} SHOPPING

LINKS OF LONDON

Timeless by Links of
London is a distinctive
collection inspired by
one of London’s most
recognised landmarks,
Big Ben. The collection
of necklaces, rings and
earrings in either sterling
silver, 18-carat rose gold
vermeil or 18-carat gold,
flaunts exquisite design
detailing the famous
clocks face.

CASTLE FINE ART

Renowned city-scape artist
Paul Kenton is inspired by
fast-paced city living. The
architectural explosion
of fluid lines found in his
paintings are drizzled
energetically onto the
canvas and contrasted with

blocks of blurred colour
that brilliantly capture the
dynamism of each city –
be it Paris, London or
New York.
‘Lights Of Fire’ by Paul
Kenton boxed canvas
Image size: 38in x 38in
Edition size 150 £750

JOJO MAMAN BEBE

HARVEY NICHOLS

We’ve brought together
the very best of Italian
and British cuisine to
bring you a hamper
brimming with bellisimo
bites and top-notch
tipples. Speciality coffee
and panforte sit snug

alongside Earl Grey
tea, Christmas pudding
and a helping of brandy
butter. As for drinks,
raise a glass with a classic
Italian Barbera or English
sparkling wine. Or both –
it’s a holiday, after all.
La Dolce Eater £150

SASSOON SALON

Whether you’re craving a
new look or thinking about
a colour refresh, Sassoon
Salon at Multrees Walk offer
complementary consultations
for all your hair needs this
festive season. To take you
from desk to dancefloor, the
Blow & Style menu has an
effortlessly sophisticated look.

We love Christmas at JoJo
Maman Bébé and are
perfectly equipped for all
of your Christmas needs.
Whether it’s a beautiful
outfit for Christmas Day,
a wonderful present, or
essential holiday equipment
for those all-important
Christmas journeys, we’ve
got it covered.
Berry smocked cord party
dress £26

REISS

The night-navy Robbi dress is cut to
a bodycon silhouette and features
sheer-mesh shoulder panels and
long sleeves that give it a sultry edge.
Contrasting black embroidery runs
down each side in a sculptural design
that taps into the season’s detail trend
and works to hone the female form.
Style it simply with black heels and a
metallic clutch for evening.
Robbi dress, £195
17

{Mary King’s Close} ATTRACTIONS

SCOTLAND’S YULETIDE PAST
Discover the darker side of the festive season at The Real Mary King’s Close,
where underground streets reveal the secrets of life in days gone by…

As the nights draw in and the

days grow cold, a festive feeling
fills the streets of Edinburgh.
From dazzling lights to traditional
markets, Christmas can be found
around every corner of this historic
city. However, this wasn’t always
the case.
This December, guests visiting
The Real Mary King’s Close can join
the attraction’s Scotland’s Yuletide
Past tours and step beneath the
Royal Mile, where they will uncover
a different and somewhat darker
side to the festive season.
Join a Victorian tour guide and
travel back in time on the narrow
underground closes and delve
into the traditions of winters past.
From the myths of festive faeries
and spirits to how Christmas
celebrations evolved into the
cherished traditions of today, this

tour offers a unique insight into
than at Edinburgh’s The Real Mary
how Scots celebrated (or perhaps
King’s Close? The five-star attraction
didn’t celebrate) this festive time
is a time capsule of hidden streets
of year.
where guests can step back in time
Scotland’s Yuletide Past will run
beneath the Royal Mile to hear the
every day at 5.15pm from Sunday
stories of the people who lived,
18 December until Thursday
worked and died on these now
22 December. Admission
underground streets.
includes a pre-tour
2017 will see a variety
mulled wine and mince
of tour developments
CHRISTMAS
pie in the seasonally
allowing for more of
OPENINGS
dressed café, The
Edinburgh’s history to
The Real Mary King’s Close
Royal Exchange
be brought to life by
will be open throughout the
Coffee House.
costumed character
Christmas period, closing
The arrival of 2017
tour guides on the
only on Christmas Day.
marks the start of the
warren of closes beneath
Year of History, Heritage
the Royal Mile. Explore
and Archaeology, which will
Edinburgh’s hidden history
see Scotland celebrate its enthralling
as the ever-popular tour evolves to
history, unique heritage and
uncover more stories from the city’s
awe-inspiring archaeology.
incredible past, and get to grips with
Where better to uncover
the plague and hear the untold tales
Scotland’s rich and diverse history
of infamous royals.
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WELLBEING {Dr Lucy Rattrie}

CREATE HAPPINESS
THIS WINTER
Winter blues? No, thanks! Make the most of this season of goodwill with a positive approach

Winter is a period of time

described as “last or final piece of life, a
period of decay and dreariness”. Well,
according to The Dictionary – but
what do those publishers know, right?!
No thanks! For someone who
loves the changing seasons, sparkly
snow, crisp air, exciting plans forming
for a new year, not to mention the
anticipation of a kiss under the
mistletoe (yes please – good-looking
man, step forwards) and an excuse
for my annual dress up as Santa,
it’s magical.
Have you heard of the Optimism
Bias? Well, four out of five of us
suffer, or are blessed with (depending
on your view of reality) this
psychological bias. We over-estimate
the likelihood of experiencing
positive events, but are oblivious to
the fact that we under-estimate the
likelihood of experiencing negative
events – for ourselves, that is, not our
fellow humans.
Question in proof: with 40 per cent
divorce rates, how many newlyweds
expect to get divorced when asked?
How many of you are smiling at the
thought of a fantastic Christmas, but
come January will have a tale of an
argument or two?
Some say the secret to happiness is
low expectations: they are wrong and
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can be spotted as the person showing
zero excitement for the Christmas
party because they don’t want to be
disappointed. I’ll sit at the opposite
end of the table to that person, please.
It’s estimated that half of the
population, (yes, you read that
correctly) suffer negatively from
the onset of winter, with tiredness,
irritability and depression rates
soaring affecting health, everyday
life and job performance. Who
wants a grumpy colleague,
or even worse, a grumpy
boss? That’s a dark side
to the Christmas party I
want to avoid!
Did you know
that the pure act of
optimistic anticipation
makes us happy,
enhances our wellbeing and
even, dare I say it, increases
the love for our job? It changes our
perception of reality.
Listen up boss: happy employees
= productive employees = better
Christmas parties (according to
Richard Branson). It’s a statistically
proven self-fulfilling prophecy.
If we expect the winter to be bright,
stress and anxiety are reduced, which
protects us. It doesn’t mean we will
all be bounding around in the dark

winter nights, blissfully happy like
something from a weird movie, but it
does mean the balance can shift and
things can become more magical.
Yet, if most of us have the optimism
bias and without it, we would all
be resembling The Dictionary’s
definition of winter, then why do so
many of us feel low in winter?
It’s about our self-awareness and
whether we attribute success or
happiness to ourselves or our
external world. This is good
news, as it means you
have the unique ability
to create magic this
winter, but happiness
is your choice as is the
action you take.
I work with people
through coaching and
development – they are
happy, resilient and optimised,
so success comes naturally.
Start by getting in touch with
me for an informal chat on lucy@
elarhorizons.com as I have a
Christmas freebie for you.
Dr Lucy Rattrie is a Chartered
Psychologist, PhD. Her company,
ELAR Horizons, specialises in
creating success through happy
leaders, employees and cultures.

{The Edinburgh Dungeon} ATTRACTIONS

OUR DARK SECRETS!
Something wicked this way comes… new for 2017, the Edinburgh
Dungeon will be introducing a brand new show with a world-first
combination of special effects and knife-edge storytelling

The Edinburgh Dungeon is

exciting rides and thrilling special
an 80-minute journey through
effects. It’s based on real history and
centuries of Scotland’s
legend (minus the boring bits!)
darkest history. Tours
where you come face to face
leave around 10
with sinister characters
minutes apart and,
from Scotland’s gruesome
ARE YOU
guided by a full cast
past, including murderous
UNDER 16?
of actors, you and
twosome Burke and
Please note all children under
16 must be accompanied by
your companions
Hare and Scottish legend
an adult at The Edinburgh
then move from
Sawney Bean.
Dungeon.
show to show.
Experience the
You will laugh and
disastrous effects of the
scream as you encounter
plague in Street of Sorrows,
gripping storytelling,
the fearsome torture chamber and

sense the ghostly presence of the
Green Lady in 1715 Old Craig House.
It’s a fully themed experience
– that means 360° sets, fullon authenticity and theatrical
storytelling. On your journey you’ll
pass through the Caves of Galloway,
plague-ravaged closes, the fearsome
torture chamber... and a mysterious
graveyard where Burke and Hare
might be found lurking.
Believe us, it’s more thrilling
than a sightseeing or museum
tour of Edinburgh!
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{Edinburgh’s Hogmanay} EVENTS

EDINBURGH
IS ELECTRIC
The home of Hogmanay is throwing open its doors
to welcome the world to its New Year celebrations

More than 150,000 visitors

from over 80 countries will head
to Edinburgh for the UK’s biggest
outdoor winter music festival – and
what a party it’s set to be!
Among the performers will be
Scotland’s own Paolo Nutini and
chart-toppers The Charlatans,
while thousands of people will
create a river of fire in the

spectacular Torchlight Procession.
And, of course, there’s the worldfamous fireworks display that
will light up the skies above
Edinburgh’s iconic Castle.
This year, Edinburgh’s
Hogmanay not only kick-starts
2017, it also launches a year of
celebrations for the 70th
anniversary of the city

becoming the world’s leading
festival city.
The three-day celebration
begins on Friday 30 December
with the family-friendly Torchlight
Procession, which welcomes 30,000
people, including 10,000
torchbearers, who wind
their way through the city
streets lined with tens of
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thousands of spectators.
The procession ends with a
dazzling fireworks display
on Calton Hill that can be
viewed from across the city.
Then, on Saturday 31 December,
the musical line-up across the
seven open-air stages in the centre
of the city promises to deliver an
exhilarating party soundtrack for the
anticipated 75,000 revellers.
The flagship Concert in the
Gardens features headliner
Paolo Nutini in his only festival
performance in 2016, where he
will be joined by a line-up of
special guests.
The Paisley singer, songwriter and
musician, creator of three multiplatinum albums, said: “Edinburgh is
electric at that time of year and I’m
glad we get a chance to be a part of
it. Let’s dance, ladies and gentlemen!”
The Waverley Stage (Indie) will

Let’s dance,
ladies and
gentlemen
– festival
headliner
Paolo Nutini.
Inset: The
Charlatans
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be headlined by music legends The
Charlatans, whose career has seen
them produce an incredible 17 Top
30 singles and four Top 10 hits. Lead
singer Tim Burgess said: “Nowhere
in the world sees in the New Year
like Scotland. I’ve been to Edinburgh
before for Hogmanay and it’s
always brilliant.”
Elsewhere, leading Scottish
Celtic crossover bands Salsa Celtica,
Manran, and Ross Ainslie and Ali
Hutton will get partygoers dancing
at the Castle Stage, while the
Frederick Stage (Party) provides
the soundtrack to the whole Street
Party with a heart-thumping, showstopping, disco dancing set featuring
DJs, dancers and performers from
Guilty Pleasures.
The Candlelit Concert will take
place in the magnificent setting of
St Giles’ Cathedral and the recordbreaking Old Town Ceilidh returns

to Parliament Square with two live
open-air stages featuring the best in
traditional Scottish music.
New Year revellers across
Edinburgh and beyond will
enjoy a feast of fireworks with
countdown displays on the hour
from 9pm, rising to the crescendo
of the spectacular Midnight
Moment as the
fireworks lift
from the
ramparts

{Edinburgh’s Hogmanay} EVENTS

The Loony Dook
© Lloyd Smith

IT’S SPECTACULAR

of Edinburgh the very best in music, art and
Castle. The
theatre created and curated by
fireworks are
Scotland’s most innovative artists
followed by the
and musicians; a festival in itself –
world’s largest
all FREE.
rendition of Auld Lang
The Final Fling, Edinburgh’s
Syne, as old friends and
Hogmanay closing ceilidh, will take
new join hands across the
place at 5.30pm at the National
arena to sing Burns’ universal
Museum of Scotland on Sunday 1
New Year anthem.
January.
And the celebrations don’t stop
Edinburgh’s Hogmanay also
there. On Sunday 1 January,
introduces Sprogmanay
1,250 hardy souls in fancy
– New Year fun for
dress will welcome
families with young
the New Year with
children offering
FUNDRAISING
FOR UNICEF
a dip in the River
arts and crafts,
Edinburgh’s Hogmanay is produced on
Forth in the Stoats
storytelling, music
behalf of the City of Edinburgh Council
Loony Dook.
and dancing over
by Unique Events, working with Underbelly,
Thousands of
the three days
who produce Edinburgh’s Christmas
spectators are
of the Festival,
attractions and events. This year’s events
expected to line
including a free
will once again be raising funds for
the streets to
family ceilidh and
UNICEF, with £50,000 being donated
watch the Dookers
Wee Scot:Lands.
last year to help children affected
by the war in Syria.
parade through
Sprogmanay will
South Queensferry
be concentrated in
before plunging into the
and around the National
chilly water under the shadow
Museum of Scotland on
of the world-famous Forth Bridges.
Chambers Street.
Brrrr!
So join us as the capital says
Also on New Year’s Day,
farewell in style to 2016 – and offers
Edinburgh’s Hogmanay presents
a very warm welcome to 2017!
Scot:Lands, an adventurous journey
www.edinburghshogmanay.com
across Edinburgh’s Old Town with

Edinburgh’s Christmas is a
spectacular, six-week season of
festive entertainment in the heart
of the city. Edinburgh’s Christmas
runs from 18 November 2016 to 7
January 2017 and will take place
in St Andrew Square, East Princes
St Gardens, George Street and
Festival Square.
The festival will feature two
fabulous shows in its Festival
Square Theatre: a brand new
production of Five Guys Named
Moe and a Christmas show
packed full of magic, literally
with Morgan & West’s A (sort of)
Christmas Carol Magic Show!,
as well as ice skating on the UK’s
only elliptical ice rink, markets
and rides, including the Big Wheel
and the 60-metre Star Flyer with
breathtaking views over the city.
This year sees Street of Light, the
stunning light installation, move to
George Street in Edinburgh’s New
Town. The festival is a fantastic
Christmas celebration, and great
fun for the whole family.
www.edinburghschristmas.com
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NEW WAVERLEY HAS
Edinburgh’s New Waverley district, based at the bustling heart of the city’s Old
Town, is becoming the most talked about new visitor destination in the city

Sandwiched between

Waverley Station and the Royal
Mile, New Waverley provides the
perfect location to enjoy the very
best of Edinburgh, while providing
something a little bit different from
the usual high street experience. Here
are four fantastic reasons for you to
head to New Waverley this winter:
1. The Arches: contemporary delights
beneath 140 years of history
The Arches on East Market Street
are a row of historic C-listed
Victorian arches built in 1875
which this year have opened up
to the public for the very first
time following a spectacular
refurbishment project. The Arches
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provide something completely
different for the city, accommodating
some of the most exciting new
independent retailer, café and
restaurant operators to be found
anywhere in the UK.
Visit Gannet & Guga for gourmet
sandwiches and ethical homemade
food, Tempo Tea Bar to sample the
latest craze of bubble tea drinking
and Baba Budan for some of the
best artisan coffee and doughnuts
in Edinburgh. Try independent fine
wine at Vino Wines, enjoy superb
steaks at the Chop House Bar &
Butchery and organic raw coldpressed juices at Juice Warrior.
High-end football fashion
can be found at 6 Yard Box, plus
contemporary art and photography

at Mudo Art and inspirational
boho designs at Elk & Wolf. Get
professional make up tips at the
Lauren Gollan Academy, with nails
and relaxing manicures provided
by Buff Concept Store. To plan the
ultimate Christmas party, drop into
YOURgb EVENTS and if you’re
thinking of giving your wardrobe
a new year makeover, then Atticus
Boutique is the place to visit.
2. Enjoy the outdoors with a brand
new public square and walkway
inspired by the historic Old Town
A brand new public square the size of
a football pitch opens in December,
linking the Royal Mile with the
historic Canongate area, becoming
the first significant public space to

{New Waverley} ATTRACTIONS

IT ALL WRAPPED UP!
open in the city centre for more
than 50 years. New Waverley’s new
public square will be home to a
host of exciting promotions and
activities geared at attracting
more visitors to this
fascinating part of the
city. This includes
The Food and
Flea Market, a
year-round venue
which opens on
14 December
offering mouth
watering street
food, artisan food
and drink, plus bric-abrac, gifts and more!
The square is linked to the
Royal Mile by a cleverly-designed
covered walkway inspired by
the Old Town’s historic ‘wynds’,
reflecting the area’s unique World
Heritage setting.

3. Plenty of places to stay in
the heart of the Old Town
The new 146-apartment Adagio
Aparthotel overlooking Edinburgh’s
Royal Mile and the new public
square opens for business
in mid-December.
The impressive
four-storey
aparthotel has
been painstakingly
constructed
behind an existing
façade of two 1930s
tenement buildings
overlooking the Royal
Mile – one of which
is the C-listed Sailors
Ark building, formerly an exserviceman’s hostel that helped feed
the city’s homeless before and after
the Second World War.
There is also a Premier Inn and
a hub by Premier Inn hotel on East

Market Street, which opened earlier
this year providing a total of 248
bedrooms as well as a Costa Coffee
shop and Ronaq, a new Indian
restaurant opening soon.
4. Coming soon – more shops,
restaurants, homes, hotels and offices
2017 will be an exciting year for
New Waverley with construction
beginning on new shops, restaurants,
high-quality homes and office space.
This includes the transformation
of the Canongate Venture building,
an old Victorian Primary School,
into a boutique hotel and gourmet
restaurant run by niche hotel
operator Apple Apartments.
Watch this space for more exciting
developments!
For more information about New
Waverley, visit www.newwaverley.com
Twitter: @NewWaverley
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SUCCESS
ON A PLATE
Scotland’s chefs pick up silver in the prestigious Culinary Olympics

Scotland is blessed with a

fantastic larder with some of the best
natural produce in the world. It is a chefs’
paradise, so it is no surprise that Scotland
is home to some incredible restaurants
and talented chefs.
A group of these talented chefs,
forming the Scottish Culinary Team,
recently brought home a silver medal
from the Culinary Olympics at the IKA
show in Erfurt, Germany.
The show, first held in Frankfurt in
1900, takes place every four years and
is now regarded as the biggest, most
traditional culinary exhibition and the
Mecca for cooks and patissiers worldwide.
Competing against about 50
other countries at this year’s
competition, the Scottish
Culinary Team served a
menu that included Scotch
lamb, Orkney scallops and
Barwheys cheese. Their
dishes were judged by an
international jury of chefs at
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the Restaurant of Nations, described as
the largest restaurant in the world.
The silver-winning team included:
• Team manager Robbie Penman, Peebles
Hydro Hotel and Spa
• Team captain, Orry Shand, Head Chef
at the Chester Hotel
• Bruce Lawrence, Entier Aberdeen
• Darren Seggie, Head Chef at Stravaigin
Glasgow
• Pastry chefs Andrew Mackay from the
Turnberry Hotel Resort
• Melissa Wood from the Andrew Fairlie
Restaurant in Gleneagles.
The Scottish Culinary Team was
devolved from the British Culinary
Team in 1995 to enable Scotland to
compete as a national team in both
the Culinary Olympics in Germany
and in the Culinary World Cup in
Luxembourg, each of which takes
place every alternate four years.
Under the management of chef

{Culinary Olympics} FOOD

THE SCOTTISH CULINARY TEAM’S MENU
STARTER: Seared Orkney
scallop, smoked haddock
Scotch egg, Barwheys espuma,
caramelised cauliflower, and
chicken fat dressing

gnocchi, carrot and apricot puree,
black olive and lamb jus.
DESSERT: 72 per cent chocolate
mousse, white chocolate and
coconut ganache, caramel peanut
biscuit, rum baba and passion
fruit sorbet

MAIN: Roast Scotch lamb, Ras
el hanout, crisp flank, semolina
Scotland’s top
chefs were
proud to find
themselves
on the top
table at the
Culinary
Olympics

2016 CULINARY OLYMPICS FAST FACTS
During the 2016 competition, more than 2,000
chefs from across the world used:

10,000
PIECES OF
PORCELAIN

9,360

PIECES OF CUTLERY
Ferrier Richardson during 1992, the
Scottish Culinary Team was invited
to represent Great Britain at Food
Asia in Singapore, where they were
awarded a gold medal.
During 1994, the team embarked
on a considerable period of
success at international culinary
competitions – winning gold and
silver medals for both the hot
kitchen and cold buffet display
at successive Olympics, Culinary
World Cups and the World Culinary
Grand Prix.
In 1996, Scotland ranked fifth in
the world at the Culinary Olympics
and in 2000, the Scottish team – a
member of the World Association of
Chefs Societies – was ranked in the
top 10 competing countries in the
world. In 2012, it came 20th.
Scotland is extremely proud of the
Scottish Culinary Team for collecting
silver in 2016 and who knows, next
time it could be gold.
Visit www.foodanddrink.scot to find
out more about Scotland, a Land of
Food and Drink.

20,000
EGGS

12,900
1,200kg

NAPKINS

OF FISH

4,600kg
OF VEGETABLES

1,000kg
OF MEAT

700kg

OF POTATOES
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{The Scotch Whisky Experience} ATTRACTIONS

A MASTERCLASS IN
‘WINTER WARMERS’
Fun-filled sessions will give you a nose for the fabulous taste and smells of whisky

With winter starting to settle

over Edinburgh, it’s time to wrap
up warm for another season of
chilly nights and frosty mornings.
Of course, there are always more
innovative ways of keeping warm
over the winter months…
Scots have been using whisky as a
form of internal central heating for
centuries, and with so many different
malts to choose from, it is surely the
tastiest way to beat the cold. And
The Scotch Whisky Experience’s
Morning Masterclass is perfect for
those who want to start their day
with a spring in their step.
Kicking off at 10am, before the
doors open for the other whisky
tours and when senses are at their
most alert, the fun-filled sessions
are aimed at whisky enthusiasts who
want to deepen their knowledge.
The Masterclass begins with a
private view of the World’s Largest
Collection of Scotch Whisky where,
surrounded by bottles dating back
to the 1800s, the expert guide
regales guests with stories from the
industry’s fascinating past.

A truly stunning sight, the
collection sets your senses alight,
ready for the tasting!
Guests are then guided to the
tasting room with a beautiful vista
over the capital. Here, noses are put
to the test to see who can correctly
identify a range of smells, from sweets
and woods to malty cereals, creating
a lively discussion among students
about who has the best nose.
Next comes the real thing: a
tutored nosing and tasting of a range
of Scotch whiskies, including a blend,
a single grain and two single malt
whiskies. Flavours range from fresh
and floral, to fruity, spicy or smoky,
really demonstrating that no two
whiskies are the same. And because
each type has its own history and
distilling process as well, students
have plenty to learn on the first step
to becoming an expert.
Once their taste buds have been
gently awakened, guests will also
have the chance to smell some
‘new-make spirit’, straight from the
distillation process.
Running seven days a week,

the Morning Masterclass is the
perfect gift for any whisky fan
this Christmas – Or even a wee
treat for yourself!
Once your experience is complete,
The Scotch Whisky Experience
is the perfect spot to soak in the
stunning wintery views of the city,
before wrapping up to explore the
famous Royal Mile.

HIGHLIGHTS OF
THE MORNING
MASTERCLASS:
You will:
• sharpen your senses
• explore the history of
Scotch whisky
• learn to taste like an expert
• learn about the different
whisky types
• explore the whisky
production process.
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THE ART OF
CELEBRATION
The iconic Assembly Rooms is the place to be seen in Edinburgh this winter

The

festive season is all about
celebrating with family and friends
and there is no more spectacular
setting for a party than Edinburgh’s
Assembly Rooms. As the gathering
place for the capital since 1787, it is
the home of great events.
Situated in Edinburgh’s prestigious
George Street, at the heart of
the city’s world-famous festive
celebrations, Assembly Rooms
combines heritage and history with
contemporary facilities and state-ofthe-art technology. The venue has
hosted generations of public and
private events, from a glittering royal
ball for King George IV to public
readings with eminent authors such
as Dickens, Thackeray and Scott.
The Assembly Rooms team works
all year round with businesses,
individuals and brides-to-be to
create unique celebrations, all
against the inspiring backdrop of
the venue’s Georgian architecture,
elegant interiors and breathtaking
chandeliers. There are also regular
Doors Open Days for members of
the public to take a peek behind the
scenes and learn more about this
iconic Edinburgh destination.
And as partygoers usher in the
new year around the capital this
Hogmanay, it will also mark the start
of two very special celebrations –
the 230th anniversary of Assembly
Rooms and the 250th anniversary of
Edinburgh’s New Town.
Whether you are coming home
for Christmas or visiting Edinburgh
for the festive season, drop by
and experience the splendour of
Assembly Rooms for yourself.
To find out what’s on visit
www.assemblyroomsedinburgh.co.uk
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HAVE YOURSELF A VERY AR CHRISTMAS
The experts from the Assembly
Rooms have shared some tips to
create the perfect festive celebration:
• When it comes to decorations, for
a truly spectacular Christmas tree you
need 100 lights for every foot-and-ahalf of foliage.
• Christmas is a time for giving
back and there are some great
ethical drinks that can help you
celebrate and do a little good at

the same time. Follow the AR
bar’s example by serving social
enterprise craft beer Brewgooder
and Fairtrade organic soft drinks
from Karma Cola.
• Dry and hang slices of orange,
drop a few whole cloves in your pot
pourri and spritz pine cones with
a mix of water and cinnamon leaf
essential oil then watch your guests
breath in that unmistakable scent
of Christmas.

BLOG {Views on the world}

A TASTE OF ITALY
Janice Hopper takes us on a tour of her top 10 things to do in beautiful Parma

I love

Italy – the art, the history
and the culture – but I also love to eat!
So it was only a matter of time before
I found myself in Parma in the EmiliaRomagna region where many of the
country’s finest foods are produced.
The city is also celebrated for its
opera, Italy’s largest antiques fair and
a quirky shopping experience. Here
are the attractions that shouldn’t be
missed.

ravioli) and Anolini (beef and
parmesan pasta broth).

1. Eat ham – Prosciutto di Parma,
or Parma ham, is the pride of the
city and fiercely protected by its
passionate producers to ensure
the quality of this PDO (Protected
Designation of Origin) product. Every
restaurant will serve this delicacy, but
if you wish to see and taste the real
deal, make sure you visit a Parma
ham producer.

5. Get operatic – Giuseppe Verdi was
born and brought up in Le Roncole in
the province of Parma so the city has
distinguished operatic connections.
The Teatro Farnese, made entirely
of wood, is architecturally novel
and Parma’s art gallery and
archaeological museum
are housed in the same
complex of buildings
known as Palazza della
Pilotta.

2. Eat cheese – the craftsmanship
and love invested into every wheel
of parmesan is a beautiful thing
to behold. Like visiting a distillery
in Scotland, I find the best way to
appreciate the processes involved in
creating a distinctive product is to
visit a dairy and see it for myself.
3. Eat pasta – everyone knows how
consumed Italians are with pasta
but I enjoy sampling the regional
specialities. The Emilia-Romagna
area is known for its Tortelli di
Erbette (swiss chard and ricotta),
Cappellacci di Zucca (pumpkin
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4. Drink Lambrusco – before I visited
Parma, Lambrusco had quite negative
connotations for me, but it’s the local
vineyards’ calling card and a very
elegant, refreshing wine. Enjoy a
glass at dinner or escape to a winery
for a tasting amid picturesque Italian
countryside.

6. Go food shopping
– strolling through
the winding streets
and dropping by quality
delicatessens is a lovely way
to spend a quiet afternoon mingling
with the locals. Rastelli’s on Via
Copelli and Silvano Romani on
Via Paradigna sell a feast of Italian
delicacies.
7. Go shopping – I particularly
loved the old-fashioned hat shop
Cappelleria Vender on Piazza della

Steccata (it used to sell opera goers
their millinery finery but now does
a fine line in caps and trilbies). I
found a cool vintage shop called
Gazzabuglio on Borgo XX Marzo and
I was also drawn to the leather goods.
8. Get sacred – the pink marble
Baptistery was my highlight in Parma.
Cool pink stone on the exterior, a
colourful yet calming riot of artwork
on the interior.
9. Bag an antique – Mercanteinfiera
is the biggest antiques, design and
vintage trade show in Italy, held twice
a year every spring and autumn. With
more than 1,000 stalls, it’s ideal for
anyone who enjoys hunting
through a good treasure
trove.
10. Walk off lunch!
It’s a pleasure to walk
the cobbled streets,
stroll by the colourful
houses along the river,
drop by a quiet coffee
shop surrounded almost
completely by Italians.
Fly from Edinburgh to Bologna with
Ryanair then hop on a train to Parma
or grab a hire car. .
Janice Hopper is a travel and food
writer with a background in directing
arts and history documentaries for
the BBC.

{Latest updates} AIRPORT NEWS

VISITOR NUMBERS SOAR
Edinburgh records Scotland busiest-ever month at a Scottish airport

Edinburgh

Airport has
welcomed figures showing that July
2016 was the busiest-ever month at a
Scottish airport.
Some 1,332,282 passengers
flew through the airport, which
represents a 9.6 per cent per cent
increase on the same month last year
– which was previously the busiestever month for passengers at any
Scottish airport.
This success has been amplified
by analysis showing the first six
months at Edinburgh Airport have
seen a growth rate of over 10 per
cent, more than double that of
European airports average.
Welcoming the passenger
numbers, Gordon Dewar, Edinburgh
Airport’s Chief Executive, said:
“We are greatly encouraged to
have smashed another record at
Edinburgh Airport.
“While we welcome this growth,
it underlines the work we are doing
at Edinburgh Airport to adapt and

accommodate the ever-increasing
number of people wanting to fly in
and out of Scotland’s capital city.
“The trend of expanding
international passengers continues
– and with a growing proportion
of inbound passengers, we are
helping drive tourism, economic
development and additional job
creation in Scotland.
“Despite our encouraging
growth, there is evidence of damage
to the aviation business that has
followed the Brexit vote – this
further highlights the need to
reduce Air Passenger Duty (APD)
as soon as possible.
“Cutting APD will be a strong
demonstration of Scotland’s
international ambitions. It will
send a powerful signal to the global
airline market that Scotland is most
definitely open for business, and
would go some way to counter the
negative business impact of the
UK’s plans to leave the EU.”

FIRST STAGE OF AIRSPACE CHANGE PROGRAMME CONSULTATION CLOSES
Edinburgh Airport has
thanked everyone who
has taken time to log on
and feed back to its public
consultation process.
Let’s Go Further
– a consultation on
the Airspace Change
Programme which
asked “What local
factors should be taken
into account when
determining the position
of the route within the
design envelope given
the potential impacts,
and why?” – closed on
Monday 19 September.
No changes to existing
flightpaths can be made

until a further stage of
consultation beginning
early next year – where
specific routes will be
proposed – is completed
and the proposals are
approved by the Civil
Aviation Authority.
The potential
implementation of new
routes will coincide
with the use of RNAV
technology at Edinburgh
Airport (in line with the
UK Government’s Future
Airspace Strategy).
This will tighten the
approach of departing
and arriving aircraft from
a dispersed approach

to a more concentrated
approach.
Since the launch of the
public consultation in
June Edinburgh Airport
has been committed
to giving everyone
a say in any future
changes and it has
delivered 640,000
leaflets, and has
run a targeted
TV, press
and social
media
campaign.
Chief
Executive
Gordon
Dewar

and other leading
representatives from the
airport have also been
engaging with people at
grassroots-level meetings
Gordon Robertson,
Edinburgh Airport’s
Director of
Communications,
said: “We have
had an excellent
response. The
consultation has seen
in the region of 80,000
website views, around
6,000 postcode
searches and
received over
5,800 feedback
responses.”
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EASYJET CELEBRATES
FLYING 40 MILLION
PASSENGERS FROM
EDINBURGH

CYCLE TO AMSTERDAM FOR
GUIDE DOGS SCOTLAND
The

Saltire Foundation Interns
at Edinburgh Airport – along
with staff from across different
departments at the airport – cycled
the distance to Amsterdam to raise
funds for charity.
Set up on spin bikes in the Plaza,
the cyclists were collecting funds for
Edinburgh Airport’s corporate charity
of the year, Guide Dogs Scotland, and
were visited by guide dogs and their
handlers during their effort.
Guide Dogs Scotland Community
Fundraiser Kyla Stratton said: “It
costs about £50,000 to train and
support each guide dog throughout
its working life, and this is supported
entirely by public generosity.

“We’d like to say a huge thank
you to the team at Edinburgh
Airport for their superb efforts,
which will help us make a lifechanging difference to someone
with sight loss.”
Gordon Dewar, Edinburgh
Airport’s Chief Executive, added:
“Full credit to The Saltire
Foundation Interns who have
arranged this cycle to Amsterdam
event in our Plaza.
“The aim of Guide Dogs Scotland
being our official corporate charity
for 2016 is to enable a deeper
understanding of the great work
they do and help raise funds for
their vital organisation.”

CONFISCATED SEALED LIQUIDS
TO BE DONATED TO CHARITY
Untampered liquids and
sealed unbroken toys
confiscated in Edinburgh
Airport’s security hall are
to be donated to charity.
Liquids including
bottles of spirits, wine,
perfume and aftershave,
as well as children’s’ toys
will go to Guide Dogs
Scotland for fundraising.
Gordon Dewar, the
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Airport’s Chief Executive,
said: “I recognise that
it can be annoying for
passengers to have
liquids taken off
them, but these
rules have been
in place for 10
years now
and as an
airport, we
are legally

easyJet, Europe’s leading
and Scotland’s largest airline,
recently celebrated carrying
40 million passengers from
Edinburgh.
The airline operates 36 routes
from Edinburgh and continues
to see strong demand from both
leisure and business travellers.
Ali Gayward, easyJet’s Head of
Scotland, said: “Just over 20 years
ago we launched the airline with
services between London Luton
and Glasgow.
“Twenty years on, Scotland
remains an important part
of our strategy and we continue
to see an opportunity for growth
in Scotland.
“In line with that we further
strengthened our network from
Edinburgh earlier this year
with the addition of services to
Venice and Vienna. These two
routes are proving to be popular
destinations for travellers.”
Gordon Dewar, Edinburgh
Airport’s Chief Executive, said:
“This is a fantastic milestone
for easyJet – our biggest carrier
here at Edinburgh Airport.
“Congratulations to them
and every single one of their
passengers who has flown
into Edinburgh.”

obliged to enforce them.
“Hopefully, it will come
as some comfort that
any confiscated sealed
untampered liquids are
used for the benefit of a
great charity like Guide
Dogs Scotland and not
just poured down the
sink, as they were
previously and as
happens at other
airports.”
Guide
Dogs
Scotland

Community Fundraiser
Kyla Stratton said: “Our
volunteer fundraisers
work tirelessly to support
our life-changing services
for people with sight loss,
and the donated items
will be welcome as raffle
and tombola prizes.
“Edinburgh Airport
staff have come up
with a great way to
support a good cause,
while also highlighting
regulations about liquids
in hand luggage.”

{Edinburgh attractions} BOOK REVIEW

ALTERNATIVE
EDINBURGH
Find out more about the capital’s fascinating history and visit
less familiar locations with this unconventional guide to the city

Of

course, you know all about
Edinburgh Castle, Holyrood Palace
and the Scottish National Gallery.
But what about the ‘oily well’ of
Liberton, the gruesome but gripping
Surgeons’ Hall museums, or the
hidden railway tunnel that runs
under Scotland Street?
These are just three of the 111
unsung attractions in and around
Edinburgh, compiled by Gillian
Tait in her book 111 places in
Edinburgh that you shouldn’t miss.
Gillian was born in the city and
has lived in the heart of the Old
Town for 30 years, during which
time she has compiled this extensive
and eclectic selection of alternative
spots to discover – whether you’re a
resident or a visitor.
111 places in Edinburgh that you
shouldn’t miss is also beautifully
illustrated with Gillian’s own
photographs, to give you a clear
sense of the undiscovered locations

she has researched. The guide
is complete with intriguing
anecdotes and background stories
that bring the city to life in ways
you could never have imagined –
from the red postbox that became
a symbol of political protest to the
mysterious underground cave with
rock-cut furniture.
Gillian also covers the betterknown sights around the capital, but
always unearths surprising stories
behind their construction. She also
illuminates how so many fictional
characters have haunted the city’s
streets, from where James Bond went
to school to Inspector Rebus’s local
pub and the café that helped inspire
JK Rowling to pen Harry Potter.
Whether you are looking for an
alternative history or an excursion
to parts of the city that are well off
the usual tourist trail, 111 places in
Edinburgh that you shouldn’t miss
has it all.
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DESTINATIONS {New routes}

NEW HORIZONS
The world has just got bigger for travellers from Edinburgh Airport

As Scotland’s busiest airport,

passengers travelling from
Edinburgh are spoiled for choice
when it comes to choosing a
destination. And with new services
being launched throughout the year,
the world just got even bigger! Capital
takes you on a quick tour of some of
the newest routes announced.

TURIN

Turin is famous for its Shroud, said to
bear the image of Christ, but there’s
so much more to Italy’s first capital
city, with its elegant boulevards and
beautiful architecture. It’s the home
of FIAT, whose former Lingotto
building is now a complex of
shopping arcades, concerts halls and
hotels. Turin is also the ideal gateway
to numerous ski resorts.
Fly to Turin with Jet2.com from
30 December (winter only).
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Carignano square with
Vincenzo Gioberti statue in
the old city centre

{New routes} DESTINATIONS

NAPLES

With the mighty Vesuvius as its
backdrop, Naples is a bustling sprawl
of history, culture and colourful
architecture. As the home of pizza,
Italy’s third-largest city is naturally is
a gastronome’s delight, with Michelinstarred restaurants aplenty. Venture
a little further to enjoy the beautiful
Amalfi coast, stunning Sorrento and
the gorgeous island of Capri, or hop
on a train to explore Pompeii to view
an incredible snapshot of Roman life
in the first century.
Fly to Naples with Jet2.com from
29 April 2017 (summer only).
The walls of the
Alcazaba of Almeria

GIRONA

ALMERIA

Sun, sea and stunning beaches
– what more could you ask of a
summer destination, and Costa
Almeria has it in spades. Although
nestled on Spain’s southern coast,
and one of the country’s sunniest
spots, it’s less touristy than
neighbouring areas.

You might recognise its rugged
coastline, remote nature reserves
and Europe’s only desert from
the numerous movies that have
been filmed here, among them
Lawrence of Arabia and A Fistful
of Dollars.
Fly to Almeria with Jet2.com from
27 April 2017 (summer only).

Often overshadowed by its famous
neighbour Barcelona, this exciting
Catalonian city is a gem in itself.
Fans of Game of Thrones may
recognise the city from its leading
role in the popular TV series, while
it regularly plays host to music, arts
and food festivals. Experience a
bird’s eye view of Girona from a hot
air balloon or enjoy an incredible
panorama from the well-preserved
Roman walls.
Fly to Girona with Jet2.com from
28 April 2017 (summer only).
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EVENTS {Winter city events}

WINTER
WONDERLAND
Immerse yourself in a world of entertainment
as our capital city celebrates all things festive

Get

ready for the most wonderful
time of the year with the best
Edinburgh events this winter.
November to January is a festive
and magical time to experience
the city and Edinburgh’s legendary
Christmas celebrations once again
promise to entice and astound visitors
with a packed programme of events set
against the city’s stunning backdrop.
Throughout the festive season,
Edinburgh comes alive with
twinkling lights, Christmas trees,
international markets, specially
designed attractions and exhilarating
shows, finishing with a bang on
Hogmanay with the world’s biggest
New Year festival.

LIGHT NIGHT

20 November
Edinburgh’s Christmas officially
kicks off with Light Night on Sunday
20 November. Thousands of revellers
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are set to take to Edinburgh’s
George Street between 1-5pm to
see a fantastic line-up of free family
friendly entertainment, closing
with the city’s light switch on this
year by special guest, Olympic
cyclist Callum Skinner. Expect
to enjoy performances by the
Edinburgh Festival Chorus, the
Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Junior Chorus and Edinburgh’s
Got Soul. The celebration will also
be rounded off with a spectacular
display of fireworks.

EDINBURGH’S CHRISTMAS

18 November-8 January 2017
Edinburgh’s Christmas offers six
weeks of festive entertainment for
the whole family. East Princes Street
Gardens and St Andrew Square
Garden will become dazzling winter
wonderlands featuring Christmas
markets, rides, ice skating, the big

Magical
Princes Street
Gardens at
Christmas
by Digital
Triangle
CreativeLtd

wheel, Santa’s Grotto and fantastic
stage entertainment in the iconic
Spiegeltent, which now has a new
home in Festival Square for 2016.

CHRISTMAS MARKET

Winter is perfect for visiting
Edinburgh’s Christmas Markets,
with beautifully decorated log
cabins and stalls, where you can
cosy up with a warming glass of
mulled wine. The European
market is located on East Princes
Street Garden, while the Scottish
Market is on West George Street.
Each year the markets are visited
by thousands of Christmas
shoppers, wrapped up warm
to revel in the delicious aromas of
sweet scented Gluhwein, crepes,
waffles and sizzling venison
sausages at the European-themed
market. The markets are also the
perfect place to pick up handmade

{Winter city events} EVENTS

gifts. With beautiful glass
Christmas baubles, handcrafted
wooden decorations and
inspirational gifts, you’re sure to
find a unique gift to treasure.

Street of Light
by David P Scott

STREET OF LIGHT

21 November-24 December
The magical Street of Light is set
to return to Edinburgh, this time
spreading its magical lights in
the new location of West George
Street. The Street of Light will
create a stunning canopy of 60,000
bulb lights which will really set
the city alight. The event will be
synchronised to festive choral music
from local choirs and bands, among
them Edinburgh Festival Chorus, the
Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Junior Chorus, contemporary
fiddle music from the Highlands
and Islands, Blazin’ Fiddles, and
Scottish bhangra group Tigerstyle.
The Street of Light will include two
performances, starting at 6pm and
8pm each night.

JACK & THE BEANSTALK

26 November15 January 2017
Christmas time in
Edinburgh wouldn’t
be complete
without the
King’s Theatre
panto. This year’s
production of Jack
and The Beanstalk
brings together
panto enthusiasts
Allan Stewart, Andy Gray
and Grant Stott in another
colourful show filled with song,
dance and plenty of laughs.

MAMMA MIA

Edinburgh Playhouse,
29 November-7 January 2017
Make sure you’ve got your
dancing shoes on! Mamma Mia
will be taking over for five
weeks as part of its first-ever UK
tour. You’ll be carried away by
this feel-good musical at
Edinburgh Playhouse about
love and family, featuring some
of ABBA’s greatest hits. No matter
what age you are, you won’t be able
to resist the amazing party spirit
this show provides.

24 DOORS OF ADVENT

1-24 December
Countdown to Christmas in
Edinburgh with the free 24 Doors
of Advent from 1-24 December.
On each day of advent, one of
Edinburgh’s fascinating Hidden
Gems will be opening its
doors to festive visitors.
This is an exciting
opportunity to
take a glimpse at
some incredible
buildings, many
of which aren’t
usually open to
the public. This
year the event will
partner up with the
Festival of Architecture
and Royal Incorporation of
Architects Scotland (RIAS) to help
open many doors for all to explore
this winter.

EDINBURGH’S HOGMANAY

Day, you can choose to start 2017
with an icy dip in the Firth of
Forth with the Stoats Loony Dook
or exploring some of Edinburgh’s
hidden gems with Scot:Lands.

CHRISTMAS ON STAGE

This winter look out for the new
Festival Square Theatre pop up from
18 November-7 January outside the
Sheraton Grand Hotel & Spa. It’s
your chance to book tickets to see
dazzling new productions such as
Five Guys Named Moe and Morgan
& West: A (sort of) Christmas Carol
Magic Show! Also look out for other
Christmas shows at the Lyceum
(Alice’s Adventure in Wonderland),
Traverse (Black Beauty) and Usher
Hall (The Snowman) which is sure to
bring magical joy this winter.
For more ideas of things to
see and do in Edinburgh visit
edinburgh.org / @edinburgh

30 December-1 January 2017
Rounding off the festive season
in spectacular style, Edinburgh’s
Hogmanay is a three-day festival
that sees revellers from around
the world descend on the city to
celebrate the New Year. Starting off
with the breath-taking torchlight
procession on 30 December,
followed by many New Year’s Eve
celebrations, including the Street
Party, Concert in the Gardens and
Old Town Ceilidh. On New Year’s
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INTERVIEW {Tom Kitchin}

IDEAL HOME
Why Edinburgh’s best for renowned chef Tom Kitchin
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{Tom Kitchin} INTERVIEW

It’s 10 years since Tom

Kitchin and his wife, Michaela,
opened their first restaurant
on Commercial Quay in Leith,
Edinburgh. After being in
business for just six months, at
age 29, he became the youngestever recipient of a Michelin
star. He has been a judge and
mentor on BBC’s Masterchef
and a competitor on the same
broadcaster’s Great British Menu.
His cooking style combines
French techniques with seasonal
Scottish ingredients, and he loves
being based in his home city.
Why did you set up your first
restaurant in Edinburgh?
I had been away for about 12
years learning my trade, working
in London and France. Every
time I came home I’d eat in the
city’s restaurants – there was a
certain vibe happening. However,
there was no grand plan at the
time. We were young when we
opened the restaurant and very
raw. We had youthful enthusiasm
and simply went for it.
We looked at many properties
around Edinburgh, but couldn’t
afford the rents in the city
centre. However, my father had
connections in Leith and Martin
Wishart had established a very
successful restaurant here. The
property we looked at was ready
to go, so we did the deal. In a way,
Leith has become a destination
for people looking to open up a
restaurant, but it certainly wasn’t
like that at the beginning.
How has the food scene in
Edinburgh evolved since
those days?
It’s crazy how many restaurants
the city now has – the sector has
grown enormously. Even more
importantly, the quality of the
restaurants is getting so much
higher. It’s fine if a city has a lot
of places to eat, but they must
be up to standard. In Edinburgh,
there is a fantastic level of
consistency across the board –

from larger restaurants like ours
to coffee shops, sandwich shops
and good pubs in which to eat.
It’s a really exciting time.
Why do you think that
change has happened?
The city has always had a
natural pull. It has always been
an affluent place with a healthy
tourist industry and lots of things
for people to see and do. Now it’s
delivering on the food side too.
It’s great to see that people from
Manchester, Leeds, Newcastle
and the north of England, who
would normally head south
for a weekend, now come to
Edinburgh. On Fridays and
Saturdays, we see lots of people
from that part of the country.
They love coming here and I
think that’s amazing.
How does your philosophy of
nature to plate and seasonal
cooking apply here?
In Scotland, we have a larder that
is the envy of the world. There
is phenomenal produce and it is
one of the factors that convinced
me to come back when we
were looking to set up. I wasn’t
necessarily thinking about the
best commercial area location
but more about the available
produce and ingredients. Over
the 10 years I’ve been cooking
here, I’ve managed to find
something new every year – a
new supplier or product.
We love to get right to the
base – to the person who is
shooting the deer, diving for
the scallops or growing the
vegetables. I don’t want my
ingredients going off to a big
warehouse and then being
transported here. I want to get
them as fast as possible from
the boat or the moors straight
to the restaurant.
What do you think would
surprise people about the
Scottish food sector?
I think we are breaking the

shackles of the old concept where
everything we did involved deep
frying. People coming here now
know they are coming to a great
place where they will receive a
warm welcome.
In the past there were stories
of visitors arriving at a country
restaurant after 2pm and being
told ‘Sorry, we’re closed’. Now
that’s changing and people in
the sector know that if they
provide a great experience
visitors will tell their friends and
family about the wonderful time
they had in Scotland.
If there were one thing you
would recommend visitors
try, what would it be?
I would recommend that any
new visitor tries our shellfish.
No other location in the world
can touch us for langoustines,
scallops and so on.
What do you think the
future holds?
I think the restaurant scene
in Edinburgh will continue to
evolve dramatically. In recent
years, young chefs, and young
people in general, will have
travelled the world finding out
about different cultures and
cooking techniques. They will
bring those back and mix them
up with the existing Scottish
cuisine and we’ll get an even
more eclectic mix of great food
in Edinburgh. I can’t wait to see
what happens.
What’s been your proudest
professional moment?
I’m very lucky – this profession
has been very generous to me.
However, without doubt, my
proudest moment has been
opening our first restaurant
with my wife, Michaela.
At the time, we were not
sure if everything would work
out, but having achieved it
at the age of 28, it’s something
we look back on with a great
deal of satisfaction.
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TRAVEL {Winter sports destinations}

SNOW BUSINESS
Hop on a short flight from Edinburgh
to one of several winter sports
destinations where you can guarantee
fantastic snowy conditions. Whether
you’re into skiing, snowboarding or
simply want to soak up a wintery
atmosphere, these destinations
should tick every box

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

Chamonix
At just over an hour’s transfer from your
flight to the Swiss ski hub of Geneva,
Chamonix is a dream winter resort and
is easily accessible from Edinburgh with
flights from Jet2, easyjet and winter
sports package specialist Inghams.
Chamonix and its neighbouring resort of
Vallee Blanche provide skiing from every
level from beginner to the most extreme
off-piste challenges, as well as a range of
other winter sports from cross-country
skiing to ice skating or even dog-sledding.
Served by easyjet, Inghams and Jet2 from
Edinburgh Airport.
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{Winter sports destinations} TRAVEL

OSLO, NORWAY

Vinterpark and Hemsedal
As you might expect, Norway takes its winter
sports very seriously, with an unrivalled
infrastructure catering to visitors to the
city and those travelling further afield into
the countryside. Oslo’s Vinterpark is only
20 minutes from the city centre, but has a
total of 18 runs served by 11 lifts, and all the
slopes are floodlit for night skiing. Three
hours from the city, you’ll find the resort of
Hemsedal, with alpine peaks and blissfully
limited lift queues.
Served by Norwegian Airlines and SAS from
Edinburgh Airport.
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TRAVEL {Winter sports destinations}

St Anton in Austria
Boris-B/Shutterstock.com

VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Hochkar
As well as being one of Europe’s most
culturally significant cities, a flight to Vienna
also brings you to several ski resorts within
less than 100 miles. The largest and one of
the highest resorts is the Hochkar ski area,
which has an elevation of 1,808 metres and
nine lifts. The resort is also known for its
well-groomed slopes and reliable conditions,
as well as an impressive range of restaurants
and options for your après-ski fun.
Served by easyjet and Jet2 from Edinburgh
Airport.
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{Winter sports destinations} TRAVEL

INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA

St Anton
A flight to Innsbruck brings you to
within about 60 miles of St Anton,
one of the top resorts in Europe
for serious skiers and riders. It is
located in the Arlberg region of
the Tyrolean Alps, one of Europe’s
snowiest areas, and all of the
resorts in the Arlberg ski area are
now accessible on skis, making
this ski area the largest
interconnected ski area in the
country. As well as the extensive
skiing, St Anton is also an
attractive town where the nightlife
is as much of an attraction as the
daytime activities.
Served by Inghams from
Edinburgh Airport.

MILAN, ITALY

Courmayeur
A two-hour drive from Milan
Malpensa airport takes you
to Italy’s most chic ski resort,
Courmayeur. The ski area is
nestled on the Italian side of
Mont Blanc and has runs at up
to an altitude of 2,700m, suitable
for everyone from beginner to
expert. The heart of the offslope action is Courmayeur’s
picture-postcard village with
its pedestrianised main street,
bustling with fashionable
boutiques, bars, restaurants and
well-heeled Italians mixing with
the overseas visitors.
Served by easyjet from Edinburgh
Airport.

The Ješted Tower is a TV
transmitter and also a hotel

PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

Ješt d
A journey to the Czech Republic gives you
the opportunity to enjoy the beautiful city of
Prague and all of its cultural and architectural
charms, as well as a trip to the winter sports
destination of Ješt d, only an hour’s trip
from the city. The resort has slopes suitable
for every level, as well as cross-country
skiing tracks. Skiing in the Czech Republic
is still noticeably cheaper than in most other
European resorts.
Served by easyjet from Edinburgh Airport.
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TAIL PLANE {Katie Wood}

GO ON, GET ACTIVE!
Holidays aren’t all about lazing by the pool – if you’re thinking about getting
fit, they can be the perfect opportunity to kick-start a healthy new lifestyle

An increasing number of people

these days don’t opt for the flyand-flop holiday, but instead take
the view that time away is the ideal
opportunity to do all the things you
mean to do all year, but don’t get
around to.
According to a recent survey by
www.healthandfitnesstravel.com, one
in three people wants to tone up on
holiday and nearly one quarter are
looking to lose weight.
Swapping tanning for training,
you will return home happier and
healthier, with benefits that will long
outlast your holiday tan.
Try some of these trip tips and
enjoy the feeling of returning
home not to find the scales
groaning and – for once – feeling
post-holiday virtuous!
1. Start as you mean to go on. Boring
as it sounds, drink water on the flight
and keep your circulation flowing
with some simple yoga stretches.
2. Try to make space in your bag for
trainers and workout wear options
made of lightweight breathable
materials that can cope with the heat
and be easily hand washed during
your trip.
3. Many hotels and resorts have bikes
for guests – sightseeing on foot or
two wheels will do you far more good
than taking an organised excursion
on a coach (and save money). The
concierge in hotels will generally
have info on the most picturesque
routes and maps.
4. Get in some swimming – it’s a
great cardiovascular exercise and
the best way to stay cool. It’s full of
health benefits, from muscle toning
to reducing stress. Up the pace from
your leisurely strokes and get your
heart pumping by fitting in a few
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swift lengths in the pool or ocean
before breakfast.

fun. Run on a sandy beach, take an
aqua-aerobics class in the pool, or
paddle board and discover muscles
you didn’t even know you had.

5. Holidays are an important time
to catch up on lost sleep and
allow your body time to
9. Cool downs are vital if
recharge. Bear in mind
you’re exercising in hot
that in hot conditions,
conditions. To recover
your sleep may be
effectively from a workout
disrupted while your
in the heat, bringing your
body adjusts to the
core temperature
new climate, so
down is really
WRITE ON
try to avoid the
important and
temptation to
will help lessen
Katie Wood has been a full-time
stay up late
muscle fatigue.
travel writer for more than 25
every night.
years. Author of 39 guidebooks,
10. Having done
she has travelled to more than
6. We all overall this good stuff,
135 countries and worked as a
indulge on
carry on some of
travel writer and editor for
food and drink
the changes you’ve
more than 30 newspapers
on holiday, but
made as part of your
and magazines.
try to have ‘good
daily practice. So, if
days’ and ‘bad days’. If
on holiday you’ve taken
you’re on an activity holiday,
the stairs rather than used the
you need a diet of slow energyelevator, or swapped an afternoon
releasing carbohydrates to keep up
at the bar for a game of tennis or
your strength. If you’re on a more
golf, keep up the
sedentary break, watch your
good work.
portion sizes and swap foods
high in sugar and fat for more fresh
fruit and vegetables.
7. The vitamin D we get from
sunlight allows us to absorb the
calcium and phosphate that
makes our bones healthy and
boosts our immune system.
Outside of the peak hours
of 11am to 3pm, when
the sun is at its hottest,
if your complexion can
take it, spend 15 minutes
a day without sunscreen
to get your daily dose of
vitamin D.
8. You can go to the gym
anytime at home, but using
your natural surroundings
as a ‘green gym’ is far more

